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author's work. RED FIDDLER "The darkness fades into fields of light, and it is time I was away, love."
The singer sat down while her voice and its magic still echoed around the fake wooden beams.
There was a thin patter of applause. Thin, because the Curragh of Kildare Bar and Grill was finally
near empty, after another night of music and far too much draft beer. Rúadan began to put away
his fiddle, since it was time he got out of here. Daylight was close, and daylight always seemed to
bring on awkward questions. It was quite strange in a way. Here he was in mortal lands, far away
from the twilight of Underhill... but he remained a creature of half-light. As strange as the Curragh
of Kildare. Since the day he'd been sent here, there'd always been a shebeen, or a bar, or a
drinking place of some sort on this spot. It was a good place to play his fiddle o' nights, where the
patrons would buy him a beer or three, and not remember him too well in the morning. He hauled
out his old blackthorn pipe and began stuffing it. Moira, clearing ashtrays, grinned at him. "You're
not going to smoke that vile stuff in here again are you, Red? Last time it set off the sprinkler
system." Rúadan smiled. Moira was a barmaid and over the centuries he'd met enough of them.
He usually tried to stay on good terms with barmaids. They were definitely never the butt of his
jokes. When you cadge drinks a lot, it makes every kind of sense not to use barmaids as victims.
Besides, he'd found he liked girls who were good at fending off a drunk with one elbow while
counting change, taking an order and smiling at the next customer. And they had had enough
confidences betrayed to them to not exercise their curiosities too far about old fiddle-players. The
trouble was that this Moira was a bit out of the run of the mill, and maybe wasn't hearing enough
slurred stories about wives who didn't understand. She'd asked him questions. That was never a
good sign. "Smoke is necessary for a good shebeen," he answered, putting a match to his pipe.
"Why? It's supposed to be banned here. It is in Ireland." She lifted as pretty a chin as he'd seen on
a colleen for many a year. He'd seen a lot, and most of them gave him even more of a crick in the
neck than this one. "For atmosphere." "That doesn't just mean smoke, you know. That's what the
shamrocks and green table cloths are for. And the music." "Aye. The music is right enough." This
imitation of old Ireland would have been funny if it had been any less accurate—or any more so.
The spirit of the music was dead on, somehow. It wasn't that the singers were all great—or even
necessarily good—or that some of the players didn't make a horse's butt out of the old tunes. But
the heartbreak and laughter in it were right. And this piece of earth had always liked his fiddling.
It loved the singing. The magic that leaked through from Underhill—his reason for being (to put it
politely) “posted” to a place so far from the Node Groves of the New World—was centered on this
spot. It needed a protector. So he’d been told, anyway. To himself, Rúadan admitted it could have
just been that the high court wanted to get rid of him. The problem was that the Lords and Princes
of Faerie didn't have much of a sense of humor. He blew a smoke ring. "Of course no real shebeen

in the old days had ever wasted aught on 'atmosphere' beyond a peat-turf fire and no chimney
beyond a hole in the roof. Not a big hole, either. I'm just making up for it. A good boozing-ken
needs to be smoky and badly lit. It makes the lasses look better." He did not add and non-human
fiddlers have to work less hard on their seeming, although that was true too. "I always wondered what
you smoked in that thing. All is revealed! Peat. What it smells like it, anyway." She balanced used
glasses onto her overfull tray. "We've made progress since then. We've got dimmer switches."

The Red Fiddler is a story set in Mercedes Lackey's &#x22;Bedlam's Edge&#x22;
universe.
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